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Ionization energy of magnetodonors in pure bulk GaAs
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Binding energy of donors in high quality epitaxial GaAs is investigated as a function of the magnetic field
between 0 and 12 T. Transverse magnetoresistance and the Hall effect are used as experimental tools. The
samples are characterized using temperature dependence of free electron density and mobility, taking consis-
tently into account the Hall scattering factor and the effective conduction depth of the structure. Our analysis
of the data at the freeze-out regime of higher magnetic fields allows for the hopping conductivity over donor
states. The determined magnetodonor energies are about 1 meV lower than the theoretical ones, which repre-
sents a very large improvement in comparison with previous studies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Gallium arsenide has been intensively studied for ye
because of its interesting fundamental properties, impor
applications in electronics and optoelectronics, and beca
it serves as a basis for GaAs/GaAlAs heterostructures
superlattices. Many properties of GaAs are related to im
rities, their activation energies, statistics, mutual interacti
at higher densities, etc. It has been recognized for a long
that an external magnetic field provides a very effective t
for the understanding of various semiconductor proper
and, in particular, of the impurity behavior. More speci
cally, since the pioneering experiments of Sladek a
coworkers1 and the theoretical work of Yafet, Keyes, an
Adams2 it is known that the magnetic field increases t
binding energy of donors. As a result, at low temperatu
the electrons can be ‘‘frozen out’’ from the conduction ba
to the donors as the magnetic fieldB increases. The magneti
freeze-out is caused by the decrease of the magnetic~cyclo-
tron! orbit with increasingB. This brings the electron close
to the donor atom, which makes the Coulomb interact
stronger and enhances the binding energy. A character
parameter for the hydrogenic donor in a magnetic field isg
5\vc /2R, wherevc5eB/m* is the cyclotron frequency
andR is the effective Rydberg. The latter gives ideally t
donor binding energy atB50. In narrow gap semiconduc
tors the parameterg can reach values of 102 at accessible
magnetic fields because of the small effective masses
small values ofR* . An interesting property of the magneto
donor problem at highg values is that it imitates the hydro
gen atom in gigantic magnetic fields, not achievable in
restrial conditions. And so the value ofg5100 corresponds
to theH atom in the field ofB5107 T, available only in the
vicinity of neutron stars. This makes the magnetodonor pr
lem of importance not only for the semiconductor physi
but also for the atomic physics and astrophysics~see Ref. 3!.
GaAs is a medium gap semiconductor, for which the value
g'3 can be reached at accessible magnetic fields. The d
activation energy and its behavior in a magnetic field a
0163-1829/2002/65~24!/245210~7!/$20.00 65 2452
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serves as an indicator of material quality and a degree
impurity compensation. At higher dopings and higher co
pensations the donor wave functions overlap, which res
in a broadening of the donor levels and a decrease of
binding energy~see Ref. 4!. At a critical level of doping the
activation energy vanishes and the semiconductor under
a nonmetal-metal transition. Also this behavior can
strongly influenced by an external magnetic field, as sho
by Robertet al.5 for bulk InSb and by Zawadzkiet al.6 for
the two-dimensional GaAs/GaAlAs system.

Among numerous studies of GaAs there exists to
knowledge only one paper dealing with the binding ene
of magnetodonors in this material by means of transport p
nomena~see Ref. 7!. The activation energies measured
Ref. 7 represented only a fraction of the theoretical valu
indicating that the GaAs material was of poor quality. F
this reason we undertake here another study of magnet
nor activation energy in GaAs using the material of mu
higher quality. Also the analysis of the transport data lead
to the determination of the binding energy is considera
improved. It is known by now that in order to measure t
binding energy with a sufficient precision it is not enough
determine the slope of the free electron densityn(T) versus
1/T, as was done in Ref. 7. Instead, one needs to use
complete electron statistics, taking into account the occu
tion of both donors and acceptors. In addition, a precision
sample characterization is increased if one describes not
the free electron densityn(T), but also the mobility
m̄(T).8–10 A serious problem in such an analysis is the fa
that using the transport data, i.e., the electric conductiv
and the Hall effect, one measures not the real electron d
sity n(T) and the mobilitym̄(T) but the Hall densitynH(T)
and the Hall mobilitym̄H(T). A correct sample characteriza
tion should take this into account. In our procedure we
beyond the usual approximation that neglects the ab
differences.8–10 Another difficulty encountered for moder
thin samples grown by epitaxial techniques is the value
the active depth of the sample conducting the current,
opposed to inactive surface and interface depletion lay
©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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This active depth is not knowna priori. We deal with this
problem as well. At higher magnetic fields, when more a
more electrons are frozen out into donor levels, one sho
allow for a possibility of hopping conduction over the don
states. In our analysis of the experimental data we take
account this effect.

The paper is organized in the following way. In Sec. II w
provide a theoretical background for our study. In Sec. III
describe characterization of GaAs samples at low magn
fields. In Sec. IV we present high field data and determ
the donor energies as functions of a magnetic field. Sectio
contains a discussion of the experimental energies and
comparison with the theory. The paper is concluded b
summary.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In order to determine the donor binding energyEd as a
function of magnetic field one has to know the density
donorsNd and that of acceptorsNa in the sample. These
quantities can be determined by fitting the temperature
pendence of the free electron densityn(T) or the electron
mobility m̄(T), or both. It has been the experience of oth
workers that fitting the electron density alone is not su
ciently precise,9 so that one needs a description of mobil
as well, especially at lower temperatures where the imp
ties provide the main scattering mode.

The difficulty in such a procedure is that the measu
quantities are not the real densityn(T) and the Ohmic mo-
bility m̄, but the Hall densitynH(T) and the Hall mobility
m̄H involving the Hall scattering factorr H . It has been a
common practice to disregard this difficulty by puttin
r H(T)51 at all temperatures,8–10but we intend to go beyond
this simplification. Another problem concerning the sam
characterization is related to the effective thickness of
conducting channel in the sample, which directly affects
Hall measurement ofnH(T) since it determines the electro
current density. The temperature dependence of the thick
of surface and interface depletion layers for thin samples
lead to a misinterpretation of the transport data~see paper by
Lepkowskiet al.11 and the review of Look12!.

In our procedure of sample characterization at low m
netic fields we treat the unknown quantitiesNa , Nd , Ed as
fitting parameters. Knowing the other material paramet
related to electron scattering we compute the Ohmic mob
m̄ and the Hall factorr H , which allows us to calculatenH
and m̄H . Next we optimize by iteration the values ofNd ,
Na , andEd , by getting the best fit to the measured tempe
ture dependences ofnH(T) andm̄H(T). An additional condi-
tion of such an optimization is to obtain a correct value
the sample depth by using known dependences of sur
and interface depletion layers on the electron density
GaAs.

The Hall coefficientRH and the transverse magnetores
tancerxx in the classical transport regime are described
the standard relations

BRH52
s̄xy

s̄xx
2 1s̄xy

2
, ~1!
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s̄xx

s̄xx
2 1s̄xy

2
, ~2!

where the conductivities are

s̄xx5
en

^1& K m

11m2B2L , ~3!

s̄xy5
enB

^1& K m2

11m2B2L . ~4!

Herem5et/m* is the mobility,t is the relaxation time,m*
is the electron effective mass, andB is the magnetic-field
intensity. The electron density is

n5
1

3p2 S 2m* k0T

\2 D 3/2

^1&. ~5!

In the above expressions we use the notation
Zawadzki,13 simplified for the case of parabolic bands. Thu
in general,

^A&5E
0

`S 2
] f 0

]z DA~z!z3/2dz ~6!

describes the integral of the quantityA(z) over the band.
Here f 0(z,h) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution,z5e/k0T and
h5eF /k0T are the reduced energy and the reduced Fe
energy, respectively. The above average quantities are
fined, in general, as

Ā5
^A&

^1&
. ~7!

It can be shown, integrating by parts, that^1&
5(3/2)F1/2, where F1/2 is the Fermi integral. Using the
above equations one obtains forB50 the conductivitys
5nem̄. In the limit of weak magnetic fields (m2B2!1) one
has 1/RHe5n/r H5nH andRH /rxx5m̄•r H5 m̄H , where the
Hall scattering factor is

r H5
m̄2

m̄2.

As mentioned above, a comparison with the measu
values of electron density cannot be directly carried out si
experimentally one measuresnH51/eRH . Thus in order to
make the comparison one needs to calculate the mobility
its energy dependence.

In the analysis of the free electron density we use
charge balance equation

n1Na5Ni , ~8!

whereNi is the density of ionized donors. This density is

Ni5NdS 12
1

11
1

2
exp~2h2Ed /k0T!D , ~9!
0-2
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whereNd and Ed are the donor density and the donor ac
vation energy mentioned above. Combining Eqs.~5!, ~8!, and
~9! one can solve for the Fermi energyeF(T) and the free
electron densityn(T), in which Na , Nd , andEd are treated
as fitting parameters.

Our analysis of the electron mobility in GaAs follow
essentially the procedure of Wolfe, Stillman, and Lindle8

with some modifications. The ionized impurity~ii ! scattering
mode is described by the Brooks-Herring formula deriv
for the screened Coulomb potential. The mobilitym̄ ii for this
mode is determined by the densities of ionized impurit
Nd , Na , and the dielectric constantk0512.86. At low tem-
peratures the electrons are frozen from the conduction b
to the donors and the latter become neutral. We describe
neutral impurity ~ni! scattering using the formulation o
Meyer and Bartoli.14 At low temperatures, their formula
gives a somewhat lower value of the mobilitym̄ni than that
obtained from the early formulation of Erginsoy.15 The scat-
tering by acoustic phonons~ac! is described within the stan
dard approach of the deformation potentialC. The value of
the latter is not very well known even for GaAs and it
usually treated as an adjustable parameter, sensitive to
value of the total mobility at its maximum~see below!. The
value of the longitudinal elastic constantcl5(3c1112c12
14c44)/5 is calculated usingc1151.22131011 J m23, c12
50.56631011 J m23, c4450.59931011 J m23. The piezoa-
coustic scattering~pz! is described according to the formula
tion of Meyer and Polder,16 using the longitudinal elastic
constant given above, the transverse elastic constanct
5(c112c1213c44)/5, and the piezoelectric constanth14
50.16 C/m2. The scattering of electrons due to the po
interaction with optic phonons~pop! presents some difficul
ties, since it is basically nonelastic and it may not be
scribed by the relaxation time approximation. In our ana
sis, we follow Ref. 14 using the Ehrenreich variation
approach, which defines an effective temperature-depen
index r. The latter is given in Ref. 17. The polarity is dete
mined by the static dielectric constant given above and
high-frequency dielectric constantk`510.9. The energy of
the optical phonon is\vop5k0u and we take the Debye
temperatureu5423 K. We include the polar scattering fo
the completeness of the description, but this mode is imp
tant at higher temperatures, whereas we are mainly c
cerned with low temperatures at which the mobility
controlled by impurities. The total scattering rate is given
the Mathiessen relation 1/m(e)5( i1/m i(e). The average
mobility for a given temperature is calculated using Eqs~6!
and ~7!.

III. SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS

We investigated two GaAs samples. SampleS1 was
grown by the liquid phase epitaxy on a semi-insulating Ga
substrate and it had the metallurgical thickness of 15mm.
SampleS2 was grown by the molecular-beam epitaxy and
had the metallurgical thickness of 10mm. Both samples had
residual donors of unknown origin. Each sample had f
Ohmic contacts made of indium. The measurements w
made in the range of 4–300 K in magnetic fields up to 12
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The temperature was carefully measured by two calibra
carbon-glass resistors, which allowed us to have the accu
of 2% in the whole range.

In order to get initial approximate values ofNd , Na , and
Ed we begin with the so-called exhaustion region of te
peraturesEd,k0T!eg , whereeg is the energy gap. In this
region the free electron density isn5Nd2Na , and it is not
sensitive to the compensation ratioK5Na /Nd . Thus, as-
suming in the first approximationn'nH51/eRH , we deter-
mine Nd2Na and the subsequent fitting of the temperatu
dependencenH(T) is reduced to a two-parameter procedu
of adjustingK and Ed . The same approximationn'nH al-
lows us to determine the approximate active depthdeff of the
sample. The measured Hall resistanceRH is proportional to
the inverse of the current densityj: RH}1/j }deff /I , whereI
is the total current. Thus the relation between the measu
electron densityn}1/RH anddeff is represented by an hype
bola. On the other hand, as shown by Chandraet al.18 ~see
also Ref. 12, p. 45–48!, there exists a monotonic relatio
betweenn and the total depletion layerddepl ~a sum of sur-
face and interface depletion layers! for GaAs. Knowing the
metallurgical depthd we obtain a second relation betweenn
anddeff5d2ddepl for our sample. The hyperbolan(deff) and
the latter dependencen(deff) give the values ofdeff and n,
which are subsequently refined whennH is no more exactly
identified withn.

Figure 1 shows the experimental values of the Hall d
sity 1/eRH measured as a function of temperature at the l
magnetic field B50.0097 T. The different curves show
three theoretical fits based on Eqs.~1! and~2!, accounting for
the Hall scattering factor. They are characterized by differ
adjusted impurity sets ofNd , Na , Ed . It can be seen that the
fit to the electron density alone is not sufficiently precise
decide which of the three sets is the best.

In Fig. 2 we show the experimental Hall mobilitym̄H
5m̄•rH , measured in the same experiment, together with
theoretical Hall mobility calculated using the material p

FIG. 1. Hall free electron density in GaAs sampleS1 versus
1000/T. Full circles represent experimental values measured at
magnetic fieldB50.0097 T. Solid, dashed, and dashed-dotted lin
show the results of theoretical calculation for three impurity para
eter sets.
0-3
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rameters given above and the first set of impurity parame
indicated in Fig. 1. The deformation potential for the aco
tic scattering is adjusted to get correctly the maximum
mobility at T548 K, and we obtainC511.5 eV. The val-
ues ofC for GaAs, determined by various procedures, ran
from 7 eV,8 through 9.3 eV,19 and 13.5 eV~Ref. 20! to 15.7
eV,21 to mention just a few papers. The fit to electron mob
ity in very pure GaAs samples requiresC to be between 9
and 10 eV,22 in reasonable agreement with our estimatio
Thin lines show contributions of various modes to the to
mobility. The dashed and the dashed-pointed thick cur
show the total mobilities calculated using the other two s
of impurity parameters indicated in Fig. 1. It can be seen t
neither of the three sets gives a perfect fit to the experime
mobility, the experimental slope at low temperatures be
lower than the theoretical ones. The same discrepancy
observed for InP by Anderson and Apsley.9 We finally take
the first set of impurity parameters for the sampleS1.

The same procedure of the sample characterization
carried out for the sampleS2. We obtained similar descrip
tions of nH and m̄H as those shown in Figs 1 and 2, th
theoretical mobility at high temperatures being sligh
higher than the experimental one. This did not affect
precision of the determined impurity parameters, as t
were adjusted by the fit at low temperatures. The determi
parameters characterizing our two samples are quote
Table I.

IV. HIGH FIELD DATA

Once the impurity parametersNd and Na have been es
tablished, one can determine the donor activation energyEd
at higher magnetic fields by measuring and fitting the te
perature dependence of the free electron densityn(T). This
procedure is based on the assumption that at higher fi
~for which B2m2@1) the electric conductivity and the Ha

FIG. 2. Hall electron mobility in GaAs sampleS1 versus tem-
perature. Full circles represent experimental values measured a
magnetic fieldB50.0097 T. Thick solid line shows the total theo
retical Hall mobility calculated for the first set of impurity param
eters indicated in Fig. 1, thin lines indicate theoretical mobilities
separate scattering modes. The thick dashed line and the da
dotted line show the theoretical total Hall mobilities calculated
the second and third parameter sets, respectively.
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effect measure directlyn. This point is discussed below.
If the conditionB2m25vc

2t2@1 is satisfied, the band is
quantized into the well-defined Landau level~LL ! energies:
el,kz

5\vc(l11/2)1\2kz
2/2m* . The electron density can

be calculated summing over LL’s and integrating overkz . If
the Fermi energyeF is significantly lower than the lowest LL
energye05\vc/2 ~the freeze-out regime!, one has

\vc

2k0T
2h@1, ~10!

and the free electron density may be written in the form

n5Nc(
l50

`

expS eF2\vc~l11/2!

k0T D , ~11!

where Nc5eBA2pm* k0T/(2p2\2). The spin degeneracy
of LL’s is assumed since in GaAs the electron sping* factor
is very small. In the presence of magnetic field the density
ionized donors is

Ni5Nd

1

112 exp

eF1Ed2
1

2
\vc

k0T

. ~12!

The donor states bound to higher LL’s may be neglec
because of the inequality~10!. For given Nd and Na the
values ofh andn can be calculated using Eqs~8!, ~11!, and
~12!. We have checkeda posteriori the validity of condition
~10!. For our range of temperatures (5 K,T,200 K) and
magnetic fields (1 T<B<12 T) there is\vc /2k0T2h
>5, so that the inequality~10! is satisfied.

The theoretical dependencen(T) should be compared
with the experimental one, which poses a problem of how
measure the free electron density at high magnetic fields.
standard answer isn51/RHe. In fact, it can be verified using
Eqs.~1! and~2! that in the limitB2m2@1 the quantity 1/RHe
approachesn and the scattering factorr H is not involved.
The limit B2m2@1 means thats̄xx!s̄xy , which is true when
s̄xx and s̄xy are given by Eqs.~3! and ~4!, respectively,i.e.,
if the conduction occurs only in the band. In practice, ho
ever, as the electrons are being frozen out from the ban
the donor states, the latter can conduct by the hopp

TABLE I. Parameters of the two unintentionally doped GaA
samples.

Parameter S1 S2

Thickness (mm) 16 10
m̄ at 77 K (cm2 V21 s21) 120 000 94000
m̄peak (cm2 V21 s21) 175 000 135 000
Nd2Na (1014 cm23) 1.15 2.7
K5Na /Nd 0.55 0.40
Ed at B50 T 4.2 meV 4.3 meV
Nd (1014 cm23) 2.55 4.50

the
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mechanism. As a result,s̄xx is not strongly suppressed b
magnetic field and one may not neglects̄xx compared to
s̄xy . In this situation, as proposed by Mansfield23 for the
case of InSb, one can write

s̄xx5s̄xx
b 1s̄xx

i ,

s̄xy5s̄xy
b , ~13!

wheres̄xx
b ands̄xy

b are the band contributions to the condu
tivity tensor, given, respectively, by Eqs.~3! and ~4!, while
s̄xx

i is the impurity contribution to the conductivity. Th
components̄xy is written down without the impurity contri-
bution since the hopping mechanism of conductivity
known to exhibit very small Hall effect. Using Eqs.~1! and
~2! one obtains quite generally

s̄xy5
BRH

rxx
2 1B2RH

2
. ~14!

Let us now consider the quantity

B2RH

e~rxx
2 1B2RH

2 !
5

B

e
s̄xy5

n

^1& K B2m2

11B2m2L , ~15!

where Eq.~4! has been used. The expression on the rig
hand side approachesn in the limit B2m2@1. In the standard
procedure one neglectsrxx compared toB2RH

2 , which we do
not do because of the above given reasons. In fact, the
periment shows that at low temperaturesrxx is not negligible
compared toBRH . Thus, we employ the expression

n5
B2RH

e~rxx
2 1B2RH

2 !
~16!

to measure the free electron density at high magnetic fi
~see Robertet al.5 and Raymondet al.24!.

In Fig. 3 we show the measured free electron density
sampleS1 as a function of 103/T for different magnetic fields
between 1 T and 12 T. Figure 4 shows the theoretical fits

FIG. 3. Experimental free electron density in GaAs sampleS1

versus 1000/T in the freeze-out regime for various magnetic fiel
~from B51 T to B512 T in steps of 1 T!. The lines between the
points are drawn to guide the eye.
24521
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experimental curves for three differentB values, given as
examples.

The fits are based on Eqs.~8!, ~9!, and~11!, the values of
Nd andNa were established before~see Table I! and the only
fit parameter is the magnetodonor activation energyEd(B).
We performed similar experiments and analysis for the Ga
sampleS2.

V. DONOR BINDING ENERGIES

The determined magnetodonor~MD! binding energies for
the two GaAs samples are shown in Fig. 5. The theoret
binding energy of hydrogenic MD is calculated using t
variational procedure~see Zawadzkiet al.25!. The Schro¨-
dinger equation, written in effective atomic units~lengths in
the Bohr radiusaB* 5k\2/m* e2, energies in the effective
RydbergR5m* e4/2k2\2) reads in cylindrical coordinate
~spin is omitted!

S 2¹22 ig
]

]w
1

1

4
g2r22

2

Ar21z2D C5EC, ~17!

FIG. 4. Free electron density in GaAs sampleS1 in the freeze-
out regime versus 1000/T for three magnetic fields. The empt
circles are experimental points~the same as in Fig. 3!, the solid
lines represent theoretical fits treating the magnetodonor bind
energyEd(B) as an adjustable parameter.

FIG. 5. Binding energies of magnetodonors in GaAs ver
magnetic field intensity. Empty circles are experimental energ
determined for sampleS1, crosses are those determined for sam
S2. The solid line is a result of variational calculation using t
value ofR55.52 meV.
0-5
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wherer25x21y2 andg5\vc /2R. The variational ground
MD state is written in the form first proposed by Pokatilo
and Rusanov,26

C5C exp~2ar22br !, ~18!

in which r 25r21z2, while a and b are the variational pa
rameters. This function gives very good MD binding en
gies for low and mediumg values, combining the ‘‘atomic’’
factor exp(2br) with the ‘‘magnetic’’ factor exp(2ar2). In
our approach we neglect a nonparabolic character of the
duction band in GaAs which becomes of importance at v
high magnetic fields~see Miuraet al.27!. The calculation is
carried out using the effective massm* 50.067m0 and the
effective RydbergR55.52 meV. The result is shown in Fig
5 by the solid line. The experimental energies are con
tently somewhat lower than the theoretical ones. Still,
discrepancy is incomparably smaller than in the case of
GaAs sample investigated by Poehler,7 indicating that our
material is of much higher quality. The experimental M
energies for both our samples are almost the same, excep
B50. It is of interest that the value ofEd determined at the
low field (B'0) is consistent with the estimation at high
fields, although the procedures used in the two cases
somewhat different. This consistency confirms the validity
our assumptions. As to the absolute value ofEd at B50, we
determineEd'4.2 meV for the less doped sampleS1 and
Ed;4.3 meV for the sampleS2. These values are somewh
lower than those determined by Stillman and Wolfe,28 who
found Ed'5.3 meV for Nd51.731014 cm23 and Ed
'4.8 meV for Nd53.331014 cm23, while Look and
Colter22 obtained similar energiesEd'4.7 meV for Nd
53.131014 cm23 and Ed'4.3 meV for Nd53.2
31014 cm23.

It is well known that the donor binding energy decreas
with the doping level. The general picture is that, as
doping increases, the donor wave functions begin to ove
and the donor level is broadened. Also, because of the
tential fluctuations related to impurities, the conduction ba
acquires a tail of the density of states on the low energy s
These two features contribute to the decrease of the en
interval between the donor energy and the band.29 The effect
was studied for GaAs by Stillman and Wolfe,28 for InP by
Anderson and Apsley,9 and recently for 4H-SiC by Perno
et al.10 The influence of magnetic field on the dopin
induced semiconductor-metal transition in InSb was inve
gated by Robertet al.5 and in InP by Kadriet al.30 The re-
sidual donors in our GaAs samples can be of different ato
species, which would result in their somewhat different bin
ing energies because of the chemical shift. This would a
lead to a broadening of donor level and, in turn, to a decre
of the measured binding energy.
s
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The energy difference between the theoretical and the
perimental values shown in Fig. 5 is almost independen
the magnetic field. This is somewhat surprising since aB
increases, the donor wave functions shrink~see Zawadzki
et al.25!, which should lead to a smaller overlap for neig
boring impurities, so that at higher fields the experimen
energies should be closer to the theoretical ones. This
indeed the case in experiments of Poehler7 and Kadriet al.30

for bulk samples and those of Zawadzkiet al.6 for GaAs/
AlGaAs heterostructures. On the other hand, for a high qu
ity InSb sample, Raymondet al.24 observed the parallel be
havior of experimental and theoretical MD binding energi

In our study we did not attempt to measure directly t
Hall scattering factorr H . This was done for InP at low
temperatures9 and for GaAs at high temperatures.31 The sub-
ject of the Hall factor remains somewhat controversial. T
numerical calculations indicate that in GaAs at low tempe
turesr H is close to 1,12 whereas our calculations based on t
relaxation time approximation for scattering by ionized im
purities giver H which can reach values of 1.4. Also at high
temperatures the experimental estimation gives smaller
ues ofr H than those calculated for polar scattering by op
phonons.31 However, it should be emphasized again that o
theoretical fits to the low field data shown in Figs. 1 and
include the Hall scattering factor.

It was observed by Look and Colter22 that GaAs samples
of very high quality, having the compensation ratioK,0.1,
exhibit at low temperatures two maxima of the mobili
m̄(T). Our samples do not show this feature. Also the f
that the experimental MD energies shown in Fig. 5 do n
quite reach the theoretical values indicates that there is
room for an improvement as far as the sample quality
concerned.

VI. SUMMARY

We investigated two GaAs bulk epitaxial samples of hi
quality with the use of transport experiments in order to d
termine the donor binding energy and its dependence
magnetic-field intensity up to 12 T. Both free electron de
sity and electron mobility were modeled theoretically
characterize the samples, taking carefully into account
Hall scattering factor as well as the surface and the interf
depletion layers of the investigated structures. Our anal
allowed for the existence of hopping conduction over t
donor states in the freeze-out regime of higher magn
fields. The theoretical donor energies were calculated usin
two-parameter variation procedure. At all magnetic fields
experimental binding energies were only about 1 meV low
than the theoretical ones. This represents a very substa
improvement in comparison with the previous studies
GaAs and confirms the high quality of the material used.
hi-
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